Warning Solutions from OEA Safeguard…
PROTECT your PEOPLE AND your ASSETS.
OEA Safeguard goes beyond compliance to offer solutions that protect your employees, visitors and
assets. Chose the Proximity Warning System or the Ultrasonic Warning System or combine the two
when elevating your safety and asset protection efforts.

Proximity Warning System
With minimal hardware and mere minutes of
vehicle downtime for installation, the Proximity
Warning System (PWS) can help keep your
employees and vehicle operators safe with
audible and visual alarms before an incident
occurs. Detect other vehicles and pedestrian
tags up to 100 feet from each other. Set warning
thresholds to meet your safety needs — with our
most common detection distance triggering an
alert within 15 feet from another Proximity tag.

The Proximity Warning System is ideal for:
Facilities that have tall racks,
obstructing visibility for
pedestrians and vehicle operators

Facilities with ramps that could
impair driver visibility when
traveling on the ramps

Facilities that have large fleets
of industrial vehicles running
at all times

Facilities with vehicles being
used inside and outside

Integrate PWS with garage-style doors to open
when vehicle approaches.

Ultrasonic Warning System
The Ultrasonic Warning System (UWS) can keep your employees,
visitors and your assets safe from harm and damage. With
minimal vehicle downtime and only three components, the
UWS can be installed on any powered industrial vehicle.
A sensor uses ultrasonic frequencies to detect people or
obstacles in the vehicle’s path, both in forward and reverse
motion up to 10 feet away. The ultrasonic sensor is paired with
a controller to provide both audible and visible warnings to the
operator when a pedestrian or other equipment obstructs the
vehicle’s path. The controller will alert the operator with distinct
beeps and a blinking indicator. The horn can be mounted on
the vehicle to notifie pedestrians of the vehicle approaching —
because two warnings are better than one!

The Ultrasonic Warning System offers reliable protection in many situations, including:

Facilities with
large racks and
shelves that may
inhibit operator
visibility

Facilities without
designated areas
or zones where
product, pallets
or containers
may be moved
frequently

Facilities with
numerous
industrial vehicles
operating at the
same time

New or
inexperienced
employees and
operators that are
not familiar with
the layout

Facilities with
heavy visitor
traffic, without
the option of
pedestrian tags

Keep your fleet moving at top speed without
sacrificing the safety of your employees nor
the protection of your assets.
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